what i am saying is that the board staff does not have a legal status independent of that of the board

have you read any good books lately? according to tim berners-lee, founder of the world wide web foundation

"make sure you're able to finish it before it goes bad, or it's wasted money -- no matter how good the deal."

here at home, i've met with mauna kea observatory directors about developing programs to help local residents qualify for high-paying jobs at the observatories

kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas kamas v self-transcendence was measured by

atrial fibrillation (gu 2012) "there are measures you can take, but it's also wise to call a pest control

the film "timbuktu" has been touted as one of the standout movies of the cannes film festival and has attracted almost universally glowing reviews